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**Cultural Transformation:** transforming the university culture to see parenting students, inclusive of intersectional identities, and plan for studying and working families as a unique population within the larger student and employee populations, to understand and readily support the OSU population with dependent care responsibilities and needs.

**Structural Supports:** ensuring the built environment, everything from campus infrastructure to policies, procedures and processes, is designed and implemented to support the unique needs of parenting students and employees with dependents.

**Access:** the ability for prospective undergraduate and graduate student parents to access OSU and for current parenting students the ability to fully access and be successful in their academic programs via stable basic needs.

**Early Care and Education Systems and Models:** address the depth and breadth of current and emerging early care and education and youth care needs via research driven and innovative thinking, planning, and provision of care.

FRC priorities are informed, in part, by the following stated OSU plans and priorities:

- Oregon State University Strategic Plan 4.0
- Division of Student Affairs Strategic Priority
- FRC Strategic Plan 2019-2020